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As markets move past the peak of pandemic-induced volatility, many institutional investors are reviewing their asset
allocation to ensure not only risk-return efficiency, but also balanced representation from the broadest possible set of
global equity opportunities. Naturally, emerging markets – currently 11.8% of global market cap and 24.5% of global
revenue 2 – are drawing investor attention. Whether considering an initial allocation or reviewing current exposures to
emerging markets, investors should consider the best way to gain truly representative exposure to the asset class.
In this paper, we explore the inherent characteristics of the emerging markets (EM) asset class through an economic
lens and discuss the key investment criteria that differentiate emerging markets from developed markets. We also
challenge the influence of existing benchmarks, which feature significant concentration problems at both the issuer and
country level, on investors’ asset allocation decisions and managers’ security selection. In fact, just three countries –
China, Korea, and Taiwan – comprise two-thirds of the index, amplifying such country-specific risks as China’s recent
regulatory crackdown on certain sectors. Similarly, the ten largest stocks in the MSCI EM Index comprise about onethird of the index. Emulating such a concentrated benchmark with a similarly concentrated, low-active-share portfolio
is arguably not prudent, nor “emerging.”

INVESTORS SEEKING TO PARTICIPATE IN THE MORE
RAPID GROWTH OF THE DEVELOPING WORLD WILL
NEED TO SOURCE ACTIVE, NON-BENCHMARKORIENTED, ALL-CAP MANAGERS TO FULLY EXPLOIT
THE BREADTH OF OPPORTUNITIES.
A review of the EM market capitalization ranges shows that the majority of EM companies are under $7.5 billion 3 in
market cap, with only a select group (primarily Chinese internet/tech and finance companies) in the mega-cap realm.
1Antoine van Agtmael – 1981 IFC. The outlook and opportunities noted throughout this document are prospective, based upon the opinions of Altrinsic as of the
date of this document and are subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that any investment in the perceived opportunities referenced in this
document will be profitable. Please see important additional disclosures found at the end of this document.
2
FactSet data as of Dec 31, 2020.
3 Unless otherwise stated, all dollar figures in this paper are in US dollars.

Such top-heavy mega-cap index weighting belies the far broader nature of the true EM investment opportunity set. Yet
many EM investors, experienced and novice, do not fully appreciate the scope of opportunities missed by such narrow
benchmark-driven implementation.
Passive and benchmark oriented flows into EM equities have further aggravated country- and security-level
concentration in investor portfolios. Amid such narrow flows, the breadth of analyst coverage and level of information
has similarly decreased over the last several years as research organizations focus their work on the biggest benchmark
constituents. Perversely, this has increased the information arbitrage available to locally connected, experienced, and
truly active EM investors.
In addition to the informational advantage,
valuations within the smaller, underfollowed
WHILE THE CURRENT TOP TEN
countries and companies are more attractive than
COMPANIES [OF THE MSCI EM INDEX]
those of the overall, top-heavy (by capitalization
HAVE BEEN HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL, THE
and country) EM universe. Diversification potential
NEXT DECADE WILL LIKELY FEATURE A
to US equity should also improve as one goes
NEW GENERATION OF WINNERS,
down the cap spectrum, further bolstering the
PERHAPS IN INDIA OR OTHER UP-ANDportfolio efficiency argument for a higher active
COMING NATIONS LIKE VIETNAM.
share in EM. Since the introduction of the EM
index, several billion consumers have entered the
global economy. Technological advances will continue to accelerate, driving EM productivity. In some cases, companies
within these markets will catch up to – or even leapfrog – those in developed economies, as exemplified by the rise in
fintech-based banking services previously unavailable. We believe this has, and will continue to, unlock an enduring
entrepreneurial spirit that will contribute to further innovation, disruption, and opportunity.
The next generation of EM leadership may not be the same countries and companies that have come to dominate
today’s index, as capitalization weighting is an inherently backward-looking exercise that reflects historical winners.
Investors seeking to capture the full array of secular growth opportunities across the EM landscape should consider
increasing the overall active share of their EM manager line-up.
In the pages that follow, we explore the following elements of emerging market equity investing:

HOW ARE EMERGING MARKETS DEFINED?
WHY INVEST IN EMERGING MARKETS?
DOES THE ORIGINAL EMERGING MARKETS THESIS STILL HOLD?
WHAT ARE THE IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES?
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I.

WHAT IS THE TRUE DEFINITION OF AN EMERGING MARKET?

The term “emerging markets” was coined 40 years ago in 1981 by an International Finance Corporation (IFC) 4
economist, Antoine van Agtmael, who was tracking an index of ten developing countries. These markets were
demonstrating “progress, dynamism, and exceptional growth opportunities.”
Today, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) classifies world economies either as advanced or as “emerging market
and developing economies.” The classifications are based on three key criteria 5:
1.

Systemic presence

2.

Market access

3.

Income levels

The IMF’s classification includes 20 countries 6 which account for 34% of the world’s nominal GDP in USD terms and
45% in purchasing power parity (PPP) terms.
More intuitively, an emerging market economy is transitioning from a low income, less developed, often pre-industrial
economy toward a modern industrial economy with a higher standard of living. Emerging market economies are thus
expected to generate higher returns (and risk) due to their faster growth.
From an investment standpoint, emerging markets represent an expansion of the investable opportunity set as well as
a complementary source of diversifying macroeconomic drivers. As has been the case for decades, these attributes
warrant consideration of EM assets for a meaningful risk allocation in investors’ portfolios.
Yet implementation
remains a challenge.
Most institutional
EMULATING SUCH A CONCENTRATED BENCHMARK WITH A
investors currently have
SIMILARLY CONCENTRATED, LOW-ACTIVE-SHARE
exposure to what they
believe to be emerging
PORTFOLIO IS ARGUABLY NOT PRUDENT, NOR “EMERGING.”
markets. However,
upon closer
examination, that is often not the case. As certain emerging economies have grown, so have their weights in the
benchmark. Nearly one-third of the MSCI EM benchmark is now represented by just two countries – Taiwan and South
Korea. Taiwan’s GDP per capita (2019 PPP terms) exceeds that of Germany, and South Korea’s GDP per capita exceeds
that of Japan; both more closely resemble developed market countries than emerging market peers.

4

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/corp_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/about+ifc_new/ifc+history/1980s

Systemic presence: The size of the country’s economy (nominal GDP), its population, and its share of exports in global trade. Market access: The share of a
country’s external debt in global external debt, as well as whether it is included in global indices used by large international institutional investors and the frequency
and amount of international bonds issued. Income level: A country’s GDP per capita in nominal US dollars – IMF Finance & Development Report, June 2021
5

6 Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Egypt, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Iran, Malaysia, Mexico, the Philippines, Poland, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa,
Thailand, Turkey, and the United Arab Emirates
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II.

INVESTOR RATIONALE – WHY INVEST IN EMERGING MARKETS?

Despite formal recognition in academic and economic circles beginning in the 1980s, EM was typically only considered
in the investment realm opportunistically within broader mandates starting in the 1990s. For example, many global
developed and EAFE investors’ guidelines allowed their managers to hold up to 10-20% exposure to EM companies, but
few dedicated EM mandates existed. By the early 2000s, the emergence of China, India, Brazil, and other countries led
to more widespread institutional adoption of dedicated EM mandates.
Believers in a strategic, dedicated allocation to EM (as opposed to an opportunistic sleeve in a developed markets
portfolio) see these markets as one of the last untapped growth opportunities in equity investing. From an asset
allocation perspective, emerging markets have long presented a compelling set of attributes arguing for their inclusion
in a broad portfolio:

1.

Growth: higher GDP growth and productivity growth versus the developed world

2.

Diversification / Opportunity Set Expansion: lower correlation, improved portfolio efficiency

3.

Valuations: high implied discount rates

4.

Alpha: informational inefficiencies
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With respect to productivity growth, emerging markets have
increased their labor efficiency four times faster than developed
markets over the last 20 years (Chart 1). In our view, the growth and
productivity premium of emerging markets relative to the developed
world should continue.

Chart 1. Labor Productivity (Real GDP/Hours
Worked) Has Progressed Faster in EM

1996

Over the last 20 years, emerging market economies have grown, on
average, 2.1 times faster 7 than those of the developed markets. Given
the extent to which these EM economies have been stress-tested with
various crises – the 2008-09 financial crisis, the 2013 taper tantrum,
China’s 2015 market turbulence, the 2014-15 oil crash, and the COVID19 pandemic – such a growth premium demonstrates persistent
resiliency.

Source: OECD; Note: The following countries have been
included: Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, UK, and US.

DIVERSIFICATION & OPPORTUNITY SET EXPANSION
Emerging markets provide a meaningful expansion of the investable opportunity set. As of June 2021, the developed
market EAFE index was comprised of 845 companies in 21 countries. The EM index adds an additional 1,412
constituents across another 27 countries. And just in the last 15 years, MSCI launched a Frontier Markets Index with
another 81 stocks in 27 additional “frontier” countries, primarily concentrated in lesser developed areas of Africa,
7

Source: Bloomberg
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Central and Southeast Asia, and Latin America. Institutional investors seeking to expand their equity structure beyond
developed markets have long recognized the benefits of participating in this broadening investable opportunity set,
both from an asset allocation and alpha-generating perspective.

GEOGRAPHY
As dedicated EM adoption became more universal, we entered a
historically notable period in the 2010s where North Asia dominated
EM growth on a globally material scale. The EM index weightings in
China, Korea, and Taiwan (“CKT”) expanded to the point where they
now comprise over two-thirds of the MSCI EM Index (Chart 2).
Passive flows, especially into ETFs, have further aggravated this
concentration pro-cyclically. Many investors’ EM exposures are now
heavily dominated by just China, Korea, and Taiwan, but Korea and
Taiwan are hardly “emerging.”

Chart 2. MSCI EM Index Heavily Weighted
Toward Three Countries
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MARKET CAPITALIZATION
Shifting from country diversification to
market capitalization, the true
opportunity set is best represented in
the midcap segment. Over half of the
index, by count of companies, resides in
small/midcap ($1.5-$7.5 billion) and this
count has grown considerably in recent
years (Chart 3).
Despite smaller companies dominating
by count, over the past five years the
largest companies (over $50 billion)
have grown from a 29% weight to a
46% weight in the index – at the
expense of smaller companies (Chart
4). Most EM investors, including those
with only passive allocations, are
exposed almost exclusively to the top
two quintiles of EM capitalization.

Chart 3. Small/Midcap Stocks Dominate Index (by Count), and Growing
# of Stocks by Market Cap, MSCI EM Index (2016-2020)
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Chart 4. Mega-Caps Dominate Index (by Weight), and Growing
Market Cap Weighting, MSCI EM Index (2016-2020)
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TOP TEN CONCENTRATION

Chart 5. High Degree of Index Concentration
Among Top 10 Stocks in S&P 500 and MSCI EM
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The crowding is evident when analyzing the index concentration of
S&P 50 0
EAFE
the top ten holdings. The proportion of the S&P 500 and MSCI EM
25%
indices represented by the top ten holdings now exceeds the levels
20%
last seen at the peak of the dotcom bubble (Chart 5). In these
periods of significant concentration, investors tend to be their own
15%
worst enemies. Resources and focus are reallocated to the top ten
10%
companies, adding to the momentum behind the stocks and the
resulting concentration. Too often, unrealistic expectations are
Source: FactSet
discounted into the valuations, leading to disappointing
performance and initiating a new cycle of de-concentration and the
emergence of new secular themes. While the current
Chart 6. Large Cap Companies Contribute >100%
of Index 5-Year Return
top ten companies have been highly successful, the
MSCI EM 5 Y ear Total Return, by Market Cap
next decade could reasonably feature a new
generation of winners, perhaps in India or other upand-coming nations like Vietnam.
Total: 12.96

Chart 6 shows returns by market cap quintile, further
demonstrating the trend of investor crowding into
large-caps. Over 100% of the index return in the past
five years has come from the large-cap companies.
Collectively, the two-thirds of EM index companies in
the small/midcap realm have been languishing for years.
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SECTOR EXPOSURE
Sector exposure varies markedly
between CKT and ex-CKT,
advancing the argument for a
broad approach to the opportunity
set (Table 1). Low active share and
passive strategies will be biased
toward technology and against
materials and real estate.
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Active managers have been reducing their active share in recent years, with the median active share dropping by 10
percentage points over the past decade (Chart 7). Fewer managers have been able or willing to assume the investment
risk – or even career risk – of considering, for example, a Vietnamese property company over a Chinese internet stock.
Chart 7. Active Share Has Declined in EM Portfolios (2011-2021)
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displayed in USD using Spot Rate (SR).

ACTIVE MANAGER CONCENTRATION
We also observe a rather concentrated active manager universe. Half of EM assets are managed by just 21 managers,
with a median AUM of $14 billion, a median China weight of 36%, and a median allocation of 44% to companies over
$50 billion in market cap 8. Yet only 69 companies over $50 billion in market cap exist in the EM realm.
The crowding within EM – both in terms of index exposure and in terms of managers participating – fuels a propensity
for redundant bets. Additionally, many high-AUM strategies lack the nimbleness required to trade effectively or build a
needle-moving position in smaller, less liquid markets.
What can we conclude about the diversification potential in EM? We would argue that the opportunity set expansion
has continued impressively, yet few investors are consciously availing themselves of the full universe. Investors seeking
to participate in the rapid growth of the developing world will need to source active, non-benchmark-oriented, all-cap
managers to fully exploit the breadth of opportunities.

ADDING A COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVE EM MANAGER
WILLING TO VENTURE OFF THE NARROW, BEATEN PATH
OF TODAY’S BENCHMARK COULD PROVIDE NOTABLE
PORTFOLIO BENEFITS OVER THE LONG-TERM.

8

Source: eVestment Emerging Markets All Cap peer group as of Sep 30, 2020
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VALUATION
Chart 8. EM Equities Attractive Versus DM
Long Term Price Earnings Ratio
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In addition to growth potential and diversification, investors have long
been attracted to EM assets because of the often disproportionately
high discount rates, creating valuation anomalies for global investors.
Though warranted to an extent, excessively high discount rates often
point to nothing more than negative sentiment and/or informational
asymmetries. As we assess the markets today from a long-term
perspective, EM equities remain attractive on a cyclically-adjusted
price-earnings (CAPE) ratio relative to developed markets (Chart 8).
From a bottom-up perspective, we are finding compelling idiosyncratic
opportunities on a regular basis, particularly in the small/midcap and
ex-CKT realm.

As of 06/30/21; Source: Bloomberg

Chart 9. Active Management Supported by Wide Dispersion of
To add another perspective on valuation,
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As of 07/2021; Source: MSCI, IBES, Thomson Reuters, Datastream, UBS. Historical average since
January 2004 depending upon data availability.
both offering historically high discount
rates (Chart 9). This degree of dispersion across countries further supports an active approach, especially one that can
take advantage of bottom-up pricing discrepancies and informational asymmetries.

ALPHA & INFORMATIONAL ARBITRAGE
Chart 10. Analysts Biasing Focus Toward Mega-Caps

Despite growth in EM exposure from investors in
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Greater alpha potential is likely available for those
investing in opportunities outside of the narrow and
over-followed CKT large cap space. The ex-CKT region should provide superior, less-trafficked opportunities for active
managers with local insights.
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III.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

The original emerging markets thesis (1981), which caught investors’ attention in the early 2000s, highlighted growth,
diversification, valuation, and alpha as key benefits – a set of attributes that continue today.
We believe that many of the next decade’s best opportunities in “true” emerging markets reside outside of the topheavy, concentrated MSCI EM benchmark. We are finding unique business models which exhibit proven financial
productivity levels and offer participation in innovative businesses and fast-growing markets. Many of these companies
are small/midcap, underfollowed by both buy-side and sell-side analysts, underappreciated by the general public, and
influenced by local economic drivers and company-specific idiosyncrasies.
Investors who seek to benefit from full and direct exposure to EM markets should evaluate the extent to which their
managers embrace the full spectrum of EM opportunities across all countries and capitalization ranges. For investors
whose EM exposure is either passive or embedded within ACWI mandates, adding a complementary active manager
willing to venture off the narrow, beaten path of today’s benchmark could provide notable portfolio benefits over the
long-term.

At Altrinsic Global Advisors, our Emerging Market Equity strategy reflects the true DNA of the asset class. We invest
across all sectors, all market cap quintiles, and all countries, including select frontier market opportunities. We seek
sustainable, well-managed, financially-productive companies playing a key role in rapid economic transformations. The
sheer breadth of opportunities embedded within the emerging markets make us passionate about our approach and
excited about the growth and innovation still to come.

About Altrinsic Global Advisors, LLC
Altrinsic Global Advisors, LLC, founded in 2000, is an employee-controlled and majority-owned investment management firm.
Altrinsic manages approximately US$10.6 billion 9 in global and international equities, applying a long-term private equity approach
to public equities. Altrinsic's clients include corporate and public pension plans, endowments, foundations, sovereign wealth and
sub-advisory clients. For more information, please visit www.altrinsic.com or contact Sara Sikes at +1 (203) 661-0030.
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IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS & ASSUMPTIONS
This document has been prepared solely for informational purposes and nothing in this material may be relied on in any manner as
investment, legal, medical, accounting or tax advice, or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate to
your individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation to you. All information is to be treated as
confidential and may not be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part in any manner without the prior written consent of
Altrinsic Global Advisors, LLC (“Altrinsic”). The information contained herein shall not be relied upon as a primary basis for any
investment decision, including, without limitation, the purchase of any Altrinsic products or engagement of Altrinsic investment
management services; there is no and will be no agreement, arrangement, or understanding to the contrary. This material has been
prepared by Altrinsic on the basis of publicly available information, internally developed data and other third party sources believed
to be reliable. No assurances or representations are provided regarding the reliability, accuracy or completeness of such information
and Altrinsic has not sought to independently verify information taken from public and third party sources. Altrinsic does not accept
liability for any loss arising from the use hereof. Any projections, market outlooks, opportunities or estimates in this document are
forward-looking statements and are based upon certain assumptions and are subject to change. Due to various risks and
uncertainties, actual events or results, or the actual performance of any investment or strategy may differ materially from those
reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. Except where otherwise indicated, the information provided,
including any investment views and market opinions/analyses expressed, constitute judgments as of the date of this document and
not as of any future date. This information will not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes
available, or changes in circumstances or events occurring after the date hereof. This material, including any specific security or
strategy references, does not constitute investment advice and should not be viewed as current or past recommendations or a
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy. Readers should not assume that any
investments in securities or strategies referenced were or will be profitable. Investing entails risks, including possible loss of principal.
This document is not intended for public use or distribution.
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